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Abstract
We discuss a random two-velocity process on the line with space-dependent exogenous drift.
For this process, the probability density and the associated “probability current” are shown to
be in a supersymmetric relation.
c 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Consider the inhomogeneous di9usion of particles on R described by the stochastic
di9erential equation (i.e., Langevin equation) in the form:
dXt = g(Xt ) dBt

(S) ;

(1)

where dBt stands for the standard Brownian motion, g(x) ¿ 0 controls the di9usion
process and where S means that the underlying stochastic integral is interpreted in
its Stratonovitch form. The probability density u(x; t) associated with the stochastic
process Eq. (1) obeys the Fokker–Planck equation [1]:
9t u(x; t) =

1
9x [g(x)9x [g(x)u(x; t)]] :
2
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The parabolic nature of Eq. (2) implies that probability propagates with an inCnite
velocity. This feature may lead to diJculties for the physical interpretation, see for
instance Refs. [2,3].
To remove this structural diJculty, several alternatives to Eq. (1) have been proposed. Among the simplest possibilities, Hadeler [2] emphasizes that a tractable alternative which takes into account inertia and correlations are random velocity (RV) jump
processes. Basically, these models lead to motion with Cnite propagation speeds and
approaches Brownian motion in a di9usive limit [4]. The simplest model belonging
to the RV-class is based on a two-velocity process on R given by the Langevin-type
equation:
Ẋ t = g(Xt )It ;

(3)

where It is now a dichotomous noise taking values in the set of velocities {−v; v}
and having exponentially distributed holding times with parameters ¿ 0 (from v to
−v) and  ¿ 0 (from −v to v). Langevin equations with this type of telegraphic
noise are thoroughly studied in Ref. [5]. It is established that the probability densities
u+ =u+ (x; t) (resp. u− =u− (x; t)) of a particle going to the right (resp. left) and subject
to the dynamics Eq. (3) obey the hyperbolic system of partial di9erential equations:
9t u+ + v9x [g(x)u+ ] = − u+ + u− ;

(4)

9t u− − v9x [g(x)u− ] = + u+ − u− :

(5)

From Eqs. (4) and (5), we can draw the following elementary remarks:
• The system given by Eqs. (4) and (5) exhibits a hyperbolic structure. Accordingly,
the propagation of probability occurs at Cnite speed in contrast with the parabolic
structure of Eq. (2).
• In both Eqs. (1) and (3), we can, supposing the integrability of x → g−1 (x), introX
duce the new variable Y = g−1 (x) d x and then consider, in terms of the variable
Y , the associated (homogeneous) transport problem having a constant di9usion coeJcient. Accordingly, without explicit mention, we shall always consider the case
where g(x) ≡ 1.
An alternative interpretation of Eqs. (4) and (5) is given by Goldstein [6] who investigates particles performing independently persistent random walks on a lattice. A
suitable continuum limit of this transport process also yields Eqs. (4) and (5) for the
particle densities going to the right, respectively, to the left. The Crst direct treatment
of the telegraph equation in continuous time as given in Eq. (3) goes back to Kac
[7] (see, Ref. [8] for a recent comprehensive overview on the history of random evolutions). As emphasized in Refs. [2,3], the persistent random walk provides a better
description of spatial spread in population dynamics than Brownian motion. DeCning
the total density P(x; t) and the current Q(x; t) as
P(x; t) = u+ (x; t) + u− (x; t) ;

(6)

Q(x; t) = u+ (x; t) − u− (x; t) ;

(7)
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one Cnds from Eqs. (4) and (5) the one-dimensional Cattaneo-like system [3]:
9t P(x; t) + v9x Q(x; t) = 0 ;

(8)

9t Q(x; t) + v9x P(x; t) = [ − ]P(x; t) − [ + ]Q(x; t) ;

(9)

which describes a macroscopic spatial spread of particles on R. Separating the Celds
P(x; t) and Q(x; t) by di9erentiating Eqs. (8) and (9) with respect to t and x, it can
be immediately found that both P(x; t) and Q(x; t) satisfy the same dissipative wave
equation:
9
92t (x; t) + ( + )9t (x; t) = v2 92x (x; t) + ( − )v
(x; t) :
(10)
9x
When = , Eq. (10) reduces to the standard telegraphist equation [6,7]. Since these
pioneering works, numerous alternative derivations of Eq. (10) have been performed
[9,10]. A recent and comprehensive review devoted to this topic is delivered by Weiss
[11] who emphasizes several relevant physical aspects of such transport processes.
While the space inhomogeneity in the Langevin Eqs. (1) and (3) is introduced via
the g(x) term as a noise amplitude modulation (see e.g. Ref. [12]), it is important to
emphasize that Eq. (3) also does o9er the possibility to consider inhomogeneity due to
noise spectral modulations via spatial dependence of the terms (x) ¿ 0 and (x) ¿ 0.
Relatively little attention has so far been devoted to these spectral modulation cases.
Noticeable exceptions being (i) Crst passage time problems considered in Ref. [13]
where inhomogeneities of the spectral type occur naturally and (ii) non-Markovian
dichotomous processes considered in Ref. [14] where the non-Markovian character of
the holding times is translated into the dependence of the switching rates
and 
on x. In addition, the relevance of spectral modulation for Eagellated bacteria such
as E. coli or more generally for chemotaxis in living systems has also been recently
pointed out in Ref. [15].
The aim of the present paper is to show that for a special class of noise spectral
inhomogeneities (i.e., when (x) + (x) = const.) the resulting density Celd P(x; t)
and its associated current Celd Q(x; t) are connected via a supersymmetric relation
similar to the one arising in quantum mechanics. This exceptional structure o9ers
the possibility to apply powerful algebraic tools to discuss the relations between the
transient behaviors of the Celds P(x; t) and Q(x; t) for these inhomogeneous transport
problems.
The presentation is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce the general
inhomogeneous random velocity process and derive formally the associated stationary probability measures. In Section 3, the supersymmetric structure connecting the
dynamics of P(x; t) and Q(x; t) is explicitly unveiled and a simple illustration is
given.
2. Velocity process with inhomogeneous dichotomous noise
We consider as in Ref. [5] a stochastic process {Xt }t∈R+ deCned on a standard
probability space (P; F; P) with state space (R; B) and whose dynamical evolution is
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given by the piecewise deterministic evolution:
Ẋ t = h(Xt ) + g(Xt )It (Xt ) ;

(11)

where h and g are given functions of class C1 (R) with g ¿ 0 such that x → 1=g(x)
is integrable and where It (Xt ) is a state-dependent dichotomous noise with values in
{−1; +1} (for simplicity, velocity v is now set to 1). The random holding time of
It (x) in state 1 (resp. −1) is governed by a space inhomogeneous probability density
of exponential type with parameters (x) ∈ C1 (R) (resp. (x) ∈ C1 (R)). For all x ∈ R,
(x) (resp. (x)) is strictly positive and gives the average frequency of switching from
{1} to {−1} (resp. from {−1} to {1}).
Observe that the pair process (Xt ; It ) is a Markov process. Its transition probability
density is denoted by P(x; i; t|y; j; s), x; y ∈ R, i; j ∈ {−1; 1}, 0 ¡ s ¡ t. Fix a starting
point X0 = x0 and an initial velocity i0 ∈ {−1; 1} and set:
u+ (x; t|0) := P(Xt = x; It = +1; t|X0 = x0 ; I0 = i0 ; 0) ;
u− (x; t|0) := P(Xt = x; It = −1; t|X0 = x0 ; I0 = i0 ; 0) :
It is easy to establish that, exactly as in the case of constant switching rates (see e.g.
Ref. [5, p. 260]), the time evolution of u+ (x; t|0) and u− (x; t|0) reads:
9t u+ (x; t|0) = −9x [(h(x) + g(x))u+ (x; t|0)] − (x)u+ (x; t|0) + (x)u− (x; t|0) ;
(12)
9t u− (x; t|0) = −9x [(h(x) − g(x))u− (x; t|0)] + (x)u+ (x; t|0) − (x)u− (x; t|0) :
(13)
Integrating out the initial conditions, one directly observes that these equations still
hold for the unconditioned joint probabilities, respectively, denoted by u+ (x; t) and
u− (x; t). We further deCne a probability density P(x; t) and the associated probability
Eow Q(x; t) in the form:
P = P(x; t) := u+ (x; t) + u− (x; t) ;

(14)

Q = Q(x; t) := u+ (x; t) − u− (x; t) :

(15)

Using Eqs. (12) and (13), the resulting Cattaneo-like system for these new Celds P
and Q reads:
9t P + 9x [h(x)P + g(x)Q] = 0 ;

(16)

9t Q + 9x [g(x)P + h(x)Q] = −( (x) − (x))P − ( (x) + (x))Q :

(17)

For inhomogeneous rates (x) and (x), the elimination from Eqs. (16) and (17) of
one of the Celds P or Q to obtain a simple hyperbolic system of the telegraphist type
is not possible in general. However, supposing that g(x)2 ¿ h(x)2 for all x ∈ R, the
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stationary solutions Ps (x) and Qs (x) can be formally obtained in the closed form:
h(x)
C
Qs (x) = −
Ps (x) +
;
(18)
g(x)
g(x)

 x
g(x)
((y) + (y))h(y) + ((y) − (y))g(y)
exp
dy
Ps (x) =
g(x)2 − h(x)2
g(y)2 − h(y)2
0


 x
(y) + (y) + h (y) − h(y)g (y)=g(y)
× N −C
dy
g(y)
0
 
× exp −

0

y

((z) + (z))h(z) + ((z) − (z))g(z)
dz
g(z)2 − h(z)2


(19)

with N and C being two constants. When interpreting Ps (x) as a probability measure
(and not as a particle density function), N stands for a normalization constant which
exists whenever we can Cnd a positive K such that
((x) + (x))h(x) ¡ ( (x) − (x))g(x);

∀x ¿ K ;

(20)

((x) + (x))h(x) ¿ ( (x) − (x))g(x);

∀x ¡ − K :

(21)

Eqs. (20) and (21) express, for h = 0, the deterministic stability condition introduced
in Ref. [5]. For h = 0, which is the case we will focus on, the following observations
can be given:
A Cnite stationary solution Ps (x) exists only when the switching rates satisfy (x) ¡
(x) for all suJciently large x and (x) ¿ (x) for all suJciently large |x|, x ¡ 0.
Therefore, the noise spectral modulation can generate noise-induced spatial structures.
Moreover, when the conditions equations (20) and (21) are satisCed, the integration
constant C vanishes (see Ref. [5, p. 266]) and hence Qs (x) ≡ 0.
3. Transient behavior and supersymmetry
The importance of studying the transient behavior of probability densities associated
with stochastic di9erential equations largely commented is far from equilibrium processes (see, for instance, the recent works devoted to Brownian ratchets and stochastic
resonance [16]). In particular, di9usion processes are abundantly described and explicit transient solutions of Fokker–Planck equations have been derived using, among
other approaches, the connection with supersymmetric quantum mechanics [17]. Explicit transient solutions of the Chapmann–Kolmogorov equation associated to stochastic di9erential equations of the type given in Eq. (11) are so far much less discussed.
Exceptions worth mentioning are the cases (i) h(x) = 0 with homogeneous rates and
 leading to the telegraphist Eq. (10) and (ii) h(x) = −x with  a constant and with
homogeneous rates and  discussed in Ref. [18] and more recently in Refs. [14]
and [19]. As pointed out in Ref. [18], the basic diJculty when h = 0 is due to the
lack of self-adjointness in the system of Eqs. (12) and (13). Here we consider the
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case h(x) = 0 together with space inhomogeneous (x) and (x) with the restriction
(x) + (x) =  = constant. The resulting class of Langevin-type equations (indexed by
 ∈ R+ ) enjoys the following remarkable properties:
(i) The probability densities P(x; t) and the associated probability Eows Q(x; t) obey
second-order PDEs with a spatial part similar to Fokker–Planck equations corresponding to di9usive processes with a drift term.
(ii) The probability density P(x; t) and the associated probability Eow Q(x; t) are in a
supersymmetric relation.
x
To exhibit these properties, we introduce the potential V (x) = −∞ ( (y) − (y)) dy,
and write the Cattaneo-like system equations (16) and (17) as
9t P + 9x Q = 0 ;
Q(x; t) +

1
1
9t Q = − (9x P + P9x V ) :



(22)
(23)

Observe that the above system is identical to the modiCed Smoluchowski di9usion
equation discussed in Ref. [20], which approximately describes the motion of a particle
moving in a potential V (x) subject to Brownian movement at a constant temperature.
This observation leads us to introduce: (a) a drift force W (x) := (x) − (x) = −9x V
and (b) a constant parameter  := (x) + (x) which plays the role of an e9ective
temperature [20].
With these deCnitions and when separating the Celds P and Q by di9erentiating
Eqs. (22) and (23) with respect to t and x, one ends with the following damped wave
equations:
92t P + 9t P = 92x P − 9x [W (x)P] ;

(24)

92t Q + 9t Q = 92x Q − W (x)9x Q :

(25)

Note that Eqs. (24) and (25) are identical when W (x) = constant. Moreover, due to the
underlying probabilistic interpretation, the conservation of the positivity of the solutions
of Eq. (24) is guaranteed even for inhomogeneous (x) and (x). A purely analytical
approach to establish the positivity has been discussed in Ref. [21] and is the basis for
the associated H -theorem given in Ref. [22].
As mentioned in point (i) above, the RHS of Eq. (24) (resp. Eq. (25)) formally coincides with the Fokker–Planck forward equation (resp. backward equation) associated
with the di9usion process:
1
1
dXt = W (Xt ) dt +  dBt ;
(26)


resp.
1
1
dXt = − W (Xt ) dt +  dBt


with dBt being standard Brownian motion and ±W (x)= drift terms.

(27)
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Let us now unveil the supersymmetric relation between P and Q. We write:

 −
Q(x; t)
(x; t)
1
(V (x) − V (x0 ))
;
:= exp
=
+
2
P(x; t)
(x; t)

147

(28)

where x0 ∈ R is a Cxed starting point of the particle. With this notation, Eqs. (24) and
(25) can be written as
 2

9t; t + 9t
0
H−
0

(29)
=−
0
H+
0
92t; t + 9t
with
H± := −92x; x +

1
1
W (x)2 ± W  (x) ;
2
4

(30)

and where W  (x) stands for the derivation with respect to x. This is precisely the
formalism of supersymmetry (SUSY) applied in quantum mechanics (QM) (see Refs.
[17,23] for recent reviews). In particular, H± are the SUSY partner Hamiltonians acting
on L2 (R) and the drift terms ±W (x) are the so-called SUSY partner potentials. Hence,
the operators H+ resp. H− appear to be partner Hamiltonians similar to those in Wittens
model of SUSY QM [24] and Eq. (29) establishes the mentioned supersymmetric
relation between P and Q.
Recall that the SUSY partner Hamiltonians H± with spectrum Spec(H± ) are related
by means of the di9erential operator A and its adjoint A† by
H+ = AA† ;

H− = A† A ;

(31)

where
A := 9x +

1
W (x);
2

A† = −9x +

1
W (x) :
2

(32)

It follows that the partner Hamiltonians are positive and essentially isospectral (i.e.,
the strictly positive eigenvalues of H− and H+ coincide). Hence, the transient behavior
of the probability density P and the Eow Q are identical and the relaxation to the
equilibrium is governed by the value of  and the smallest non-zero eigenvalue of the
Hamiltonians. Indeed, for a large class of time-independent potentials W the spectrum
of H± is of the form (see e.g. Ref. [5], Chapter 6.7):
Spec(H± ) \ {0} = {&1 ; : : : ; &n ; : : :} ∪ [a; ∞[ ;

(33)

where [a; ∞[; a ∈ R ∪ {∞} is the continuous (possibly empty) range of eigenvalues
of H± and where {&1 ; : : : ; &n ; : : :} is the countable (possibly empty or Cnite) set of
eigenvalues of H± satisfying 0 ¡ &1 6 · · · &n 6 · · · 6 a. For given initial conditions
±
(x; 0) and t± (x; 0) the solution to Eq. (29) can formally be expanded in a series
of eigenfunctions as
 ∞
±
(x; t) =
c& (t)±
(x)
+
c& (t)±
(34)
&
& (x) d& ;
a
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where the summation is taken over all discrete eigenvalues, the integral is taken over
the continuous range of eigenvalues and where the square integrable eigenfunctions
2
±
& are supposed to be normalized. Depending on the sign of *& :=  − 4& the c& (t),


solving the characteristic equation c (t) + c (t) + &c(t) = 0; are given by

√

√

(i) c& (t) = exp − 2 t A& cosh t *& =2 + B& sinh t *& =2
if *& ¿ 0,

√

√

(ii) c& (t) = exp − 2 t A& cos t −*& =2 + B& sin t −*& =2
if *& ¡ 0,

(iii) c& (t) = exp − 2 t (A& + B& t)
if *& = 0,
and where the A& ’s and B& ’s are determined by the initial conditions. If the smallest
non-zero eigenvalue &1 ∈ Spec(H± ) \ {0} is less than 2 =4 (hence, c&1 is not oscillating

and of the form given in (i)) the relaxation to stationary state is governed by −  +


2 − 4&1 =2. On the contrary (&1 ¿ 2 =4) the approach to equilibrium is governed

by =2 and oscillates (when the inequality is strict) with a frequency &1 − 2 =4.
In the language of SUSY QM, the case where zero is an eigenvalue (i.e., 0 ∈ Spec
(H− ) ∪ Spec(H+ )) is coined “good SUSY” and when all eigenvalues are strictly
positive SUSY is “broken”. Recall that for a non-vanishing asymptotic behavior of the
drift force W (x), the dichotomy between “good” and “broken” SUSY can be discussed
using:



broken SUSY ⇔ sign lim W (x) = sign lim W (x)
x→∞

and

x→−∞





good SUSY ⇔ sign lim W (x) = sign
x→∞


lim W (x) :

x→−∞

The two previous alternatives allow us to draw the following conclusions concerning
the existence of stationary solutions:
(1a) In the case of good SUSY, with

sign lim W (x) = −1 and
x→∞


sign


lim W (x) = 1

x→−∞

we have:
0 = inf {& | & ∈ Spec(H+ )} ¡ inf {& | & ∈ Spec(H− )} ;
and therefore a non-trivial stationary distribution for P (solving A† P = 0) exists
but no (non-trivial) stationary Eow Q (i.e., C = 0) exists. The solution P equals
Ps given by Eq. (19) with N being the normalization constant.
(1b) In the case of good SUSY, with



sign lim W (x) = 1 and sign lim W (x) = −1
x→∞

x→−∞

we have:
0 = inf {& | & ∈ Spec(H− )} ¡ inf {& | & ∈ Spec(H+ )} ;
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and therefore a non-trivial stationary distribution for Q (solving AQ = 0) exists
(C = 0) but no (non-trivial) stationary distribution P exists. The solution Q
equals Qs given by Eq. (18).
(2) In the case of broken SUSY, there is no (non-trivial) stationary distribution
neither for P nor for Q.
Remark. It is worth noting that in the SUSY formalism the “deterministic stability
condition”, expressed in Eqs. (20) and (21), corresponds exactly to the case (1a) above
and expresses the fact that only H+ possesses a normalizable zero energy ground state
eigenfunction.
Example. As an illustration of case 1a, consider the transition rates:
1 1
1 1
(x) = + tanh(x); (x) = − tanh(x) :
(35)
2 2
2 2
The physical relevance of this example for inhomogeneous transmission lines is given
in Ref. [25]. Note that the interchange of the transition rates yields an example for
case 1b. We have  = 1 and the resulting exogenous drift function W (x) = −tanh(x)
is a special case of the shape invariant, good SUSY, Rosen-Morse II potential (see
e.g., Table 4.1 in Ref. [23]). Apart from the ground state eigenvalue 0 ∈ Spec(H+ )
the spectrum is purely continuous and is given by & = 14 + &˜2 , &˜ ¿ 0. We specify
the initial conditions by setting P(x; 0) = Q(x; 0) = +0 (x) (corresponding to x0 = 0
and i0 = +1 in Eqs. (12) and (13)) where +0 (x) is the ordinary delta-function and
by setting Pt (x; 0) = Qt (x; 0) = 0. The solution for P, calculated in
Ref. [26] (see also Ref. [27] model B), reads:

 ∞
1 e−t=2
1
1
P(x; t) =
cos(&t)
˜ +
+
sin(&t)
˜
cosh(x) ,
2, 0
2&˜
+
+
+
× (+
−&˜(x)&˜ (0) + &˜ (x)−&˜(0)) d &˜

;

where the +
&˜ are given in terms of the hypergeometric functions:


1 + tanh(x)
+
:
&˜ (x) = exp(i&x)
˜
˜ cosh(x)2 F1 −1=2; 3=2; 1 + i&;
2

(36)

(37)

The SUSY-structure implies that Q = Ps QU with QU solving Eq. (24) wherein W is
replaced by −W . Hence, for Q we obtain (see Ref. [27] model C):
 ∞
e−t=2
1
Q(x; t) =
cos(&t)
˜ +
sin(&t)
˜
2, 0
2&˜
−
−
−
× (−
−&˜(x)&˜ (0) + &˜ (x)−&˜(0)) d &˜ ;

where the −
&˜ are given in terms of the hypergeometric functions:


1 + tanh(x)
:
−
1=2;
1=2;
1
+
i
&;
˜
(x)
=
exp(i
&x)
˜
cosh(x)
F
2 1
&˜
2

(38)

(39)
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